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Abstract— We propose a novel engagement measurement
(establihed originally in virtual museum theory) for serious
games. The key idea is to measure the user input in terms of time
spent. The output is given by the recorded user behavior. We
discuss the implications for edutainment, e-learning, and serious
games.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The key open problem both in education and virtual
heritage is how to measure the interestingness. A significant
part of the problem is how to define interestingess.
II.

BACKGROUND

Andrew Glassner [11] introduced a promising concept of
story space – a chronotope for multiple versions of given
(interactive) story. Interactive storytelling should innovate
computer games [11], [4]. Each game session record offers a
particular story – how the user played and what was his/her
engagement. A method for measuring the engagement is
described in [2]. A modification of the method for a virtual
museum was designed and implemented by Rastislav Švarba
[26]. We present this approach as a suitable solution for nondisturbing and implicit user voting for interestingess of virtual
museum parts. The observed user engagement was increased
by a serious game. We discuss the implications for
edutainment, e-learning, and serious games. Our method in
this paper is to transfer the relevant theoretic knowledge from
interacitve storytelling and virtual museums into the
edutainment, especially for using serious games. We can do
this, because a single session of game playing or a virtual
museum visit are stories, microstories within virtual space. In
other words, their structures are identical.
There is a vivid research of digital and interactive
storytelling, including European project Inscape [12] or MIT
Media Lab Center for Future Storytelling. Visionary books by
Glassner [11] and Crawford [4] advocate (immersive)
interactive storytelling, which should overcome the popularity
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of computer games. The final evaluation of a story can be
easily measured by the feedback from the target group virtual museum visitors, e-tourists. The double theoretic
framework for audience engagement combines rhetorics and
the theory of appraisal [2]. E.g. in virtual museums the
engagement is measured by the total number of visitors,
divided by number of repeated visits, and multiplied by the
average time spent at the webpage [2].
Virtual time is a specific resource for presentation and
interaction. We dealt with its control in linear story case and
static virtual museum, as well. (Seemingly, virtual time for a
static exhibit has no meaning. However, the virtual time is
added by immersion and interaction, when the subjective time
of a virtual tourist starts to play a role.) Perception, emotion
and cognition are supported by semiotic systems, conveying
meanings of input perceived, even the intangible heritage can
be conveyed [23] and Web 3D technologies offer a wellestablished easy-to-use technology [25].
Time is an attribute of matter and a way of its existence,
expressing continuation, existence, and sequence of changes.
The ontology of time attributes is analyzed and standardized
within CIDOC CRM, an ISO standard [5]. In total, there are 84
entities, having 141 properties. Timing is an important tool for
controlling of presentations of dynamic audiovisual objects like
animation, music, film, and game. Historically, the first vision
of virtual time after [22] can be found in J. L. Borges. His
vision in the Garden of Forking Paths describes multiple times
– branching, parallel and even crossing each other. Our case is
much simpler, we deal with the linear (story)time. Even in this
simplest case we have to distinguish two structures: event
structure and discourse structure. Event structure in linear
chronology is given by canonic ordering of events [21]. They
can be presented in 1. canonical passage or 2. backward
passage. There are three more possibilities 3. flashback, 4.
flashforward and 5. embedded passage. We preserve the
canonic ordering of events. On the other hand, the user can
change the settings using his or her own navigation. This way
two past times are created (an event past in canonic ordering,
and another event past in the sequence of user options). In
other words, the past of events and the past of discourse may

differ. From this point of view a virtual museum visitor creates
his or her own version of the presentation [2].
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III.

RESULTS

There are three basic kinds of virtual museums –
visualization, activization, and hermeneutic ones. Serious
games are employed in activization ones. We experimented
with multiple modalities of interface [1], [7], [9], [14], [27],
evaluation of images and videos [3], [24], virtual museum
presentations [6], [10], [16], [17], [18], [20], [19]. Explicitly
with games we dealt in [8], [13], [15], [28], [29]. Currently
we study the best and the worst views, interactive video, and
procedural animations of virtual population.
Our particular and ongoing experiences were reevaluated in
[26]. The virtual museum Virtuálne Brhlovce consists from a
merged
3D model, interactive footprint, and spheric
panoramas. The options of a virtual tourist are recorded and
the time measurements are used to derive „the most
interesting― path. We observed, that including a serious game
there, increased the activization of virtual tourists. The results
achieved will be presented at the conference in detail.
We can conclude, that each serious game offers and
consumes virtual time and that measuring the structure of time
consumption we can use as a non-disturbing and very practical
tool for authoring of Schola Ludus approach in digital
storytelling, edutainment, and web communication.
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